
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY

Product specification

ADDITIONAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR LIGHTING:

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
The following safety precautions should always be followed, to reduce the risk of electric shock, personal injury or fire. It is
important to read all of these instructions carefully before using the product, and to save them for future reference or new
users.

 1. This product must only be used as intended in accordance with the enclosed operating instructions.
 2. If the external flexible cable or cord of this luminaire is damaged, this product should be discarded 
 3. If the luminaire stops unexpectedly or appears to malfunction, plug off the USB plug and stop using immediately. Seek professional
     advice to rectify the fault or make repairs.
 4. Plug off the USB plug when not in use, before cleaning or changing accessories.
 5. Keep the luminaire and cable away from sources of heat, sharp objects or anything that may cause damage. 
 6. Be aware that some surfaces may become hot. Do not touch hot surfaces and supervise others accordingly. 
 7. This product has not been designed for use by children. Children should be closely supervised at all times when they are near any
     electrical appliance. 
 8. To protect against electric shock, never allow the luminaire come into contact with water or any other liquid. 
 9. Never reach this luminaire that has fallen into water. Do not re-use until the product has been inspected and approved by a 
     qualified electrician. 
10. Do not use outdoors. This luminaire has been designed for domestic indoor use only. 
11. Use only a microfiber and dry cloth for cleaning the product. 
12. Operate carefully to not cause any damage by dropping or physical shocking it. 
13. Do not leave the product in excessive heat, high temperatures can cause the product to malfunction.
14. The light source of this luminaire is not replaceable; when the light source reaches its end of life the whole luminaire shall be replaced.

 1. Although products do not generate a great amount of heat, it is recommended that you do
     not cover or conceal it.
 2. Do not use the product if outer PVC jacket is damaged, loose connections, or if the wire is
     visible without insulation.
 3. Do not operate/run LED flex neon in temperatures exceeding 115F (45 ℃)
 4. Do no operate LED flex neon over the specified voltage or LED life degradation will be
     greatly increased.
5. Ensure secure attachment to wall. Consult a DIY expert if required.
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Switch

1. Display the LED neon sign in desired location (hanging holes 
distance is 14cm). 

2. Insert the USB plug into the USB socket or alternative power source. 
Please attention to the electrical parameters of the power source as 
requirement.

3. Tap and hold the blue button 1 seconds on the USB plug to switch on 
the light.

4. There are 29 programs for this lamp. Please click the blue button to 
select the mode which you like.

5. Tap and hold the blue button 1 seconds again will turn off the light. 
6. Also you can use remote control to select the modes and colours you 

like. The remote control needs 3*1.5V AAA  batteries (not included) 
to operate.

• USB input: 5V DC 2000mA
• 3*1.5V AAA batteries required for remote control 

(batteries not included)
• Bulb rating: LED Max 8W


